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FIVE QUESTIONS
For each orphan, there are five questions which can guide you in nailing down 
who they are, while hinting at possible histories without defining them. Answer 
some or all of them, but try and get at least one. 

How do others see you?  The image, attitude, appearance, and manner in which 
you are perceived by others, regardless of how well it reflects who you really are. 

How do you see yourself?  Regardless of what you do or what others believe 
about you, how you perceive yourself. Who looks back at you from the mirror 
when you brush you teeth? 

What is Creepy about you?  Never adopted, never accepted; why? Because there’s 
just something not right about you?  What makes you Creepy? 

What do you do to try and fit in? Pretend you don’t care all you like, but fitting 
in is important. What do you do to fit in? How would you compromise yourself 
to be accepted? 

What are you most afraid of?  If your most horrible fear were made flesh and 
bone, what would be lurking under your bed waiting to grab your foot when you 
got up in the night to go pee?

QUESTIONS FOR LEFTY
Lefty would answer the five questions this way:

How do others see you? “Everyone thinks I’m some kind of jerk thief, but that 
ain’t fair because nobody has good enough reason to think I steal all the time. I’m 
way too good at it to be caught so easy.”

How do you see yourself? “I try and do right by the people who bother to 
know me, but everyone else can go jump in a well. I guess I’m not a very nice 
person, but you know what? I’m fine with that.” 

What is Creepy about you? “Where most folks have a left arm, I’ve got this 
mass of wriggly tentacles. What, that’s not Creepy enough for you?  You want to 
shake my hand? Didn’t think so.” 

What do you do to try and fit in? “I keep my arm hidden because I know it 
makes people sort of sick to see it. I don’t care. Whatever. They wouldn’t get me 
anyhow.” 

What are you most afraid of? “I stick to the fringes because I’m afraid of 
finding myself the center of attention in the same way the bull at a bullfight is the 
center of attention.”

STaTS aNd SkILLS
These are unchanged in description, though orphans get slightly fewer skill dice 
than the better-loved and better-adjusted kids from M o n s t e r s  a n d  O t h e r  C h i l d i s h 

T h i n g s , though they have certain compensations for this.  
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All STATS start at 1, and you have 10 dice to distribute where desired, with no 
stat being rated higher than 5 dice.  

All SKILLS start at 0, and you have 12 dice to distribute where desired, with no 
skill being rated higher than 3 dice. 

LEFTY’S NUMBERS
Lefty isn’t a talker, he’s a doer. Not super bright, but not stupid. He is sneakier than 
he is charming. And he’s nowhere near as brave as he makes out. I give him the 
following stats and skills:

FEET 3 (Dodging +2; P.E. +2)
GUTS 2 (Wind +2)
HANDS 5 (Punching +2; Shop +2)
BRAINS 3 
FACE 2 (Connive +2)

CREEPY SkILLS
While orphans may be ill favored, this sometimes has its advantages. Each orphan 
has 5 dice of Creepy Skills. These are weird things. They’re like superpowers, but 
gross or odd or off-putting. You get to make up your Creepy Skills and what they 
do, and which stat they nest under. 

Creepy Skills work just like monster abilities, except the scope (range, speed, 
mass etc.)  is based on the dice in the Creepy Skill only, and not the whole stat + 
skill combo you’d roll when using it. For example, an orphan with 4d in NOXIOUS 
CAUSTIC BREATH could spray his acidic ick up to 80 yards, and if it Attacks, 
dissolve up to 400 pounds of priceless irreplaceable 14th century illuminated 
manuscripts.   

See Monster Might on pages 42–45 of M O N S T E R  a N d  O T H E R  C H I L d I S H  T H I N G S  for 
further information on monster powers.     

All Creepy Skills have one free Quality (just like Monster abilities), and extra 
Qualities or Extras can be had at the cost of 1 die each.  

A character might have a single Creepy Skill worth 5 dice, or as many as five 
1d Creepy Skills. This last route would get you more cool powers since you get 
one Quality for free. But the more individual Creepy Skills you possess, the more 
obvious your creepiness is going to be. 

 Creepy Skills make a character, well, creepy. The more individual Creepy Skills 
a character possesses, the harder a time they are going to have fitting in. This can 
mean a die penalty equal to your number of Creepy Skills minus one on some 
social actions. This won’t always be applied, but as a general rule, the GM will 
use the number of Creepy Skills as a tie breaker and deciding factor about certain 
things. Creepier orphans are generally less well liked, less trusted, and more often 
blamed for things than less Creepy orphans. 

YOU aRE SO WEIRd
Here are some Creepy Skill examples 

to inspire you and get your imagina-

tion ticking over. 

Hands
Big Lobster Hand 2d (Attacks: super 

pinch; Useful: crush and smash; Gnarly 

x2).

Stretchy Boneless Arms 3d (Useful: 

streeeeeeeeetch; Useful: Tarzan swing; 

Wicked Fast x1).

Missing Arm is a Ghost Arm 2d 

(Useful: grab intangible and ghostly 

stuff; Attacks: chill touch of the grave; 

Awesome x2).

Feet
Fly Footed 3d (Useful: stick to walls 

and walk barefoot on the ceiling; 

Defends; Wicked Fast x1)

Absent-Minded Wandering 3d 

(AKA “How did I end up here?”) 

(Useful: wander just about anywhere; 

Awesome x2).

Quantum Quickstep 4d (Useful: run 

with an infinite number of possible 

feet; Defends).

Guts
Turtle Shell 1d (Defends; Tough x2; 

Awesome x2).

Snake Belly 3d (Attacks: spew snakes 

on people; Useful: SNAKES! Useful: 

sense what your snakes see and feel 

when you eat them again).
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One Creepy Skill is fairly easy to hide. It is only noticeable when used in an 
obvious way.

Two Creepy Skills are harder to hide, even when they aren’t being used. There’s 
always some tell or some giveaway which an observer can spot with Brains + 
Notice if they know to look for it. Any use of these Creepy Skills reveals them to 
any half aware observer.

Three Creepy Skills are very hard to hide, and anyone who’s paying any atten-
tion at all can roll Brains + Notice to spot the wrongness, and any active use of 
them is as noticeable as screaming as loud as you can in church, “I AM A BIG 
WEIRD FREAK.” 

Having three or more Creepy Skills is blatantly obvious in some way, some 
physical stigmata or malformation that’s impossible to hide. Such orphans will be 
unable to hide the marks of their creepiness, and it will take someone with a heart 
bigger than the whole wide world to love them and take them in without at least a 
secret shudder at their unnaturalness. 

And how likely is it that these unfortunates will find such a boundless heart?
Tragic. So, so tragic.  
This aura of the odd affects an orphan’s Revelations. See page 22 for how.

I dId a Bad, Bad THING
So, you’re thinking to yourself, “Oh! Oh!  Fool game designer lets me make up 
my own powers!  I will destroy him!” Here’s where I reveal the mechanical limits 
which keep a player from macking out his Creepy Skills so hard he can use them 
for everything and dominate and destroy and laugh and laugh and laugh until the 
drool begins to froth on his lips.

Ready for it?
There aren’t any.
Creepy Skills are supposed to be awesome. It’s a deliberate design choice to leave 

these with only the limitations monster powers would have, which are mostly 
functional restrictions on what you can do with a Useful ability in a fight. A Useful 
Creepy Skill can’t inflict damage, and it can’t be an automatic “I WIN” in a fight. It 
has utility outside a fight based on how well (or broadly) defined its Useful qualities 
are, and utility in a fight based on whether it has the Attacks or Defends qualities, 
and within the limits on Useful qualities described on page 43 of M o n s t e r s . 

But with a little imagination, clever players (and trust me, your players are way 
more clever than you give them credit for) will find ways to stretch their Creepy 
Skills to cover an awful lot of stuff. Why drop skill dice into Remember when your 
Enormous Ears give you a tape recorder’s memory for sounds, and you make it a 
point to always read out loud?  

If that’s the character you want to play, go for it. Isn’t that a deliciously 
disturbing image though? A little, hunched boy illuminated by a single bright 
lamp, surrounded by piles of books, his ears wide like gramophones, reading out 
loud in a clear reedy voice about the feeding habits of the African hyena. . . . 

Hideous Parasitic Twin 4d (Attacks: 

speak horrifying blasphemies; Useful: 

mutter prophecies).

Face
Sweet Breath 3d (Useful: narcotic 

exhalations; Spray; Wicked Fast x1).

Silver Tongue 3d (Attacks: shocking 

untruths; Useful: lie lie lie; Gnarly x1).

Gorgeous Mass of Full-Bodied Hair 

4d (Attacks; Useful: grab stuff with 

hairy tendrils).

Brains
Oversized Throbbing Brain 2d 

(Attacks: migrating migraine; Defends; 

Useful: read minds; Useful: project 

thoughts).

X-Ray Peepers 3d (Useful: see 

through stuff; Awesome x2).

Bony Noggin 2d (Attacks; Tough 

x3).
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So there’s one dreadful secret laid bare. There’s 
nothing but the respect you have for your fellow 
players and the GM and the vision in your head of 
the character you want to play stopping you from 
creating a game-busting überkind ghost ninja.        

LEFTY’S LEFTY

Lefty’s tentacly left arm is weird and tricky. It 
can reach through higher dimensional manifolds, 
allowing it to pass through barriers to do tricks like 
grab stuff from a locked drawer without opening 
it, or reaching inside someone and poking them 
in the spleen. Even weirder, Lefty can taste what-
ever he picks up with his tentacle arm, but not like 
normal taste. It’s a constant source of amazement 
and frustration just how good a pile of mine tail-
ings or a dead hedgehog can taste if you touch it 
with your hideous appendage. 

Hideous Tentacle Arm 1d (Attacks; Useful: 
reach through higher dimensions; Useful: taste 
whatever it touches; Awesome x2).

This is obviously a Hands Creepy Skill. 
When he uses it, he rolls Hands + Hideous 

Tentacle Arm, and the Awesome extra lets him set 
one of the dice to anything he wants after the roll.

ECHOES
Orphans don’t start play with Relationships like 
better-adjusted and better-loved kids. They have 
Echoes of past connections, and hints of possible 
future reconciliation. Echoes are fragments of 
memory, sensory impressions, objects of fascina-
tion, or reoccurring motifs in an orphan’s life. The 
scent of fresh-baked banana bread. The color mauve. 
The sound of hungry cats mewing. 

Orphans are without past, without connection at 
least as far as their players know, but by exploring their 
Echoes, finding them manifest in their explorations 
and adventures in Candlewick, orphans can uncover 
their hidden stories, and their connections to the 
strange place in which they have been sent to live.


